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“Living Values: Justice” 

Text: John 2:13-22 
 
Last summer I took a brief trip to Cincinnati to watch a baseball game.  Such trips used to be 
common in my family, but it had been a while since I had attended a game.  And what I 
discovered is that a lot has changed.  The biggest change struck me before I entered the park. 
 
I stepped up to buy a ticket only to discover that there were seemingly dozens of seating options.  
I stood mesmerized by the multiple options of in so many price ranges.  I had to step out of line 
while I considered where I wanted to sit and how much it would cost me. 
 
And then this week, I purchased a couple of concert tickets.  Once again, there were an 
overwhelming number of options.  The more you spend, the closer you are to the stage.  And 
then there were parking options…the more you spend the closer to the venue.  And, being a 
Jimmy Buffet concert, there were also merchandise packages and a margarita package.  With a 
feeling of numbness, I purchased my lawn seat without an umbrella or a folding chair, with no 
reserved parking, no margaritas or Land Shark beer and no keychains or other merchandise…just 
a piece of the lawn from which to watch the show. 
 
These experiences, however, made me think that we might not be doing things right at church.  
Where is the VIP package for members?  With a special donation at the silver level you are 
guaranteed your pew will be dusted and waiting for you on Sunday morning.  At the silver level, 
you also get a one-time complimentary meet and greet with the staff member of your choice. 
 
At the gold level, you get all those perks plus early entry to the cookie walk, a battery operated 
candle on Christmas Eve and on your designated Sunday, you get to pick the hymns.  At the 
platinum level, you get all these things plus front of the line at the Chocolate Sunday, espresso 
during coffee hour, an express line for communion and a card which can be played to get off of 
any committee early.  This can only be used once in a lifetime, so choose your moment carefully. 
 
I think there is a lot of potential there and I may bring this up at the next Finance Committee 
meeting.  I suspect that if I do, they will graciously hear me out and then invite me to stay away 
from the committee for the next few months…. 
 
For all the playfulness, there is a point to which this is not far from actuality.  In the past, it was 
possible for people to pay a fee to reserve a family pew for the year.  One could purchase 
indulgences which provided forgiveness for sins and assured one’s swift entry into heaven.  The 
church has had its moments, including the one we read this morning from John’s gospel.  The 
focus of this story is often upon the anger expressed by Jesus as he surveyed the practices in the 



Temple.  But it is important to look at the context of that anger, to understand its source.  When 
we do this, we see something deeper than anger…we see compassion and justice.  And maybe 
that offers us a better image of how we live together as the church. 
 
The cleansing of the Temple is one of the rare stories that is found in all four of the gospels.  But 
in John’s writings it differs from the other three because it is placed at the beginning of Jesus’ 
ministry.  In the others, it happens near the ending.  Perhaps what John is trying to signal is that 
in order to understand who Jesus is, you need to have this story as a foundational one. 
 
It is the season of Passover, a high holy day in the Jewish religion life.  While folks may worship 
at smaller synagogues nearer to their home, when Passover arrives, those who are able make a 
pilgrimage to the Temple in Jerusalem.  Some will make that trip annually.   
 
For many worshippers the journey is a long one, taking several days to complete.  They often 
travel in groups from their community and surrounding areas, with others joining in along the 
way.  Along the way, they will sing psalms, particularly the ones called psalms of ascent which 
capture the joy of coming to the Temple to worship. 
 
When they arrive, the worship continues with a sacrificial offering.  Because the journey was so 
long, taking one’s own sheep or goat for an offering would only slow them down.  Most travelers 
would wait until they got to the Temple to purchase an animal to sacrifice. 
 
Sadly, however, this led to several abuses, rising to the level of taking advantage of the travelers.  
The first abuse was that prices for animals went up during the holy seasons.  What might have 
cost a token a few weeks previous, was sure to cost more during the holy days. 
   
Secondly, there was a manipulation of the buyers.  As we mentioned after Christmas, those who 
could afford to do so would offer a larger animal.  But those who could not afford to do this 
might purchase a smaller animal, even a dove for their offering.  Any offering was sufficient, but 
there are indications that sellers played upon their guilt to encourage people to spend above their 
means.  “Sure, a dove will be pleasing to God, but don’t you imagine that God would be even 
happier with a goat?”  And so the practice of selling animals became a means of taking 
advantage of people, particularly those of lesser financial means. 
 
A third abuse came in the form of exchanging money.  You will notice that John tells us that 
Jesus became angry not only with those selling offerings, but also the money changers.  In the 
Temple, one could not use Greek or Roman coins.  Only the local money was acceptable.  So, in 
order to purchase an animal for an offering, one had to first exchange the usual currency for the 
local currency.  And this exchange rate took an unfavorable dip during the holy days. 
 
This is what Jesus encountered when he went into the Temple.  His anger was not so much 
directed at the sale of animals for burnt offerings or the exchanging of money in the Temple.  
The anger was directed at the way in which people were being taken advantage of.  What should 
have been a practice of joyful giving had become a practice that added more guilt and shame to 
the travelers.  They arrived in Jerusalem with joy and singing, but departed feeling disgraced.  
Instead of bringing comfort, the holy days brought sadness. 



Instead of focusing on the anger of Jesus, I think there is more to be found by looking at the 
emotions that underlie that anger.  There is a compassion for those who are being taken 
advantage of.  There is a desire for justice, that people will not be shamed or manipulated into 
doing more than they could or should.  The source of his anger is found in a kind heart toward 
others. 
 
It is a common theme in Jesus’ ministry.  He has a heart for those who are hurting.  He will see a 
woman at the well, alone and isolated from the community, and his heart will go out to her.  He 
will see the hungry and his heart will break to the point of taking the limited food he has and 
sharing it with them.  He will see the children, told by adults that they are not important, and he 
will make room for them.  Such actions were commonplace, a part of who he was.  And they 
form the inspiration for those around him wanting to know how to live out their faith.  We are 
called, by the words of the prophet Micah, to seek justice, to love kindness and to walk humbly 
with God.  Wherever someone is hurting, our hearts break as well.  Wherever someone is in 
need, we look for solutions to bring comfort.   
 
I believe that the events in the Temple invite us to be angry at times, but to have what one might 
call a righteous anger, an anger that is about setting right the things that are wrong.  The anger is 
motivated by a desire to make right that which is broken. 
 
I am reading Kate Bowler’s book, “Blessed” about the Prosperity Gospel.  The teachings of this 
movement are that people have to give, and give abundantly to earn God’s favor.  And when 
they do give, God will bless them.  If you give at the gold level, you will get a gold level 
blessing, at the platinum level you get a platinum blessing.  The implications are that if things are 
not going well in one’s life, you need to believe more and the tangible way to do that is to give 
more.  Such arguments are deeply flawed, but highly proclaimed in our society.  A study in Time 
magazine indicated that almost 1/3 of American believe that God will increase the riches of those 
who give.  Just over 40% of Christians agreed that the faithful receive health and wealth.   
 
Along with the deep connection I experience with God, I do believe that there are things that I 
gain through my faith.  I get a community that is there with me in difficult times.  I am reminded 
that I am not alone.  I experience a community of love and kindness.  But I don’t believe that my 
faith will protect me from illness or calamity.  It doesn’t matter how many doves or goats or 
bulls I offer or how much money I give, God doesn’t work that way.   
 
I give not to obtain these things, I give in response to what God has done and continues to do in 
my life.  I give not to get anything, but I give because I have been given so much.  Not only 
God’s love and grace which are freely given, but so much more. 
 
A few weeks ago I told you a story about Tony Campolo and a really challenging offering he 
took.  Today, let me tell you about one of the most challenging offerings I ever experienced.   
 
It begins with a young boy named Jason who came to spend the weekends with his grandparents 
about once a quarter.  He would arrive on Friday and stay through Sunday afternoon, which 
meant that he came to church with them.  I made it a priority to learn his name and speak with 
him when he was in town. 



One evening I received a phone call that his grandfather had suffered a heart attack.  When I got 
to the hospital, the family, including Jason, was all gathered in the waiting room.  The heart 
attack had been severe and the prognosis was not good.  I sat with the family for a while and then 
we had a prayer together.  As I got up to leave, Jason walked out with me.  Outside the waiting 
room he asked whether his grandfather was going to die.  It broke my heart.  I would have given 
anything to be able to say that he would, but it was too early to tell.  All I could do was tell him 
that we all hoped so and that the church would be praying for his grandfather to recover.   
 
After an extended stay, and several ups and downs, the grandfather did recover.  We rejoiced at 
the news.  The next time the grandson spent the weekend I was glad to see Jason sitting in the 
pew between his grandparents. 
 
When the service ended, the grandfather met me at the back door and handed me an envelope. 
The envelope was filled with seven fifty cent pieces and a handwritten note.  In a child’s 
handwriting it simply said, “Thanks for praying for my grandpa.”  Tears filled my eyes and I said 
that I couldn’t accept this.  The grandfather smiled and said, “You’d disappoint him if you gave 
it back.  He wants you to have it.” 
 
I found Jason and thanked him for the kind gift.  But the thing is, I still have the envelope and 
those seven fifty cent pieces.  They are worth much more than the face value of $3.50.  And I 
have spent the rest of my ministry both trying to earn that gift and to live up to such generosity.  
 
Jesus saw the abuses in the Temple and it broke his heart.  We don’t give to earn God’s favor. 
We give as a response to all that God has already given us.  And when that is our motivation, we 
are inspired to live justly and kindly and compassionately each day.  


